Flexible Tuition Program— All Airborne Classes are included in the Flexible Tuition Program! Our flexible tuition program makes it easy to continue your classes — or try something new. During the summer everyone needs to take a vacation. So, for all of our regular weekly class programs, we have a flexible tuition schedule. This allows you to sign up and pay for as many as 11 weeks or as few as four. Our summer class session is 11 weeks long, June 1st through August 15th. The weeks you choose to come do not need to be consecutive!

Enroll (and pay in full) for Summer by May 1st, and get a FREE 3-hour T&T Camp (ages 5+.) or a 3-punch TumbleBee Open gym card (ages 1-5.) Registration begins 3/23 for current students, 4/6 for everyone else.

SUMMER CLASSES

DANCE CLASSES for ages 2½ through high school. In addition to our DanceBuilder classes for dancers ages 2½ to 5 years old, we offer ballet, tap, hip-hop, and jazz classes for dancers ages six and older.

DANCENASTICS CLASSES for ages 2 to 5. These classes combine the dance and gymnastics class curriculums to give students a taste of both disciplines. This class is a great introduction to Airborne! This class is charged at the Dance Class rate.

We also offer a variety of gymnastics programs. Dance and gymnastics go together like peanut butter and jelly. Dance is great for developing musicality, artistic and creative sense, and working as a group. Gymnastics is a great place to begin developing even more strength, flexibility, and balance!

SUMMER DANCE CAMPS

AIRBORNE’S BALLET INTENSIVE is for the serious dance student who would like to build strength in the classical technique. August 10th-14th.

BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND— PRINCESS CAMP! Dancers will learn the vocabulary and movement of both ballet and jazz dance along with fun crafts, movement activities, and stories relating to one of the Disney Princesses. We will also incorporate an introduction to a real staged ballet that features that princess and watch a portion of that ballet on a video. Princesses and activities will vary from week to week.

We are also offering our popular half-day camp programs: Combo Camps (dance, gymnastics, and rock climbing,), Gymnastics Camps, and our new Trampoline & Tumbling Camps.

Our full-week camps this summer are: AIRBORNE CHEER CAMP, AIRBORNE NINJA WARRIOR CAMP, and our circus camp—ROCK THE BIG TOP AT AIRBORNE! See our Camps Brochure for more information!

Airborne Dance is dedicated to preserving the art in dance through superior dance education.
Airborne Dance Classes
Summer 2015

The Airborne dance program is designed, first and foremost, to be a fun and safe learning experience for your dancer. In addition to dance technique, we also teach flexibility, strength, and vocabulary. Dancers work on motor skills, rhythm, creative movement, and dance skill development through many inspiring activities that are incorporated into our lesson plans.

DanceBuilders Classes
for ages 2½ through Kindergarten

The DanceBuilders program is for our budding preschool dancers, ages 2½ through Kindergarten. Airborne Dance’s Dance Director Sara Calabrese has developed the DanceBuilders program to help students develop a love for dance while building a strong foundation of fundamental dance skills in a nurturing environment. Our teachers are energetic and imaginative, making our DanceBuilders classes a fun and memorable learning experience.

**DanceNastics Classes** combine the TumbleBee and DanceBuilder class curriculums to give students a taste of both disciplines.

**DanceBuilders ages 2-½ to 3-½**
Monday 2:45-3:30
Wednesday 4:15-5:00

**DanceBuilders ages 3-½ to 5**
Tuesday 12:45-1:45 (with Tap)
Wednesday 2:45-3:30

**KinderBuilders + Tap**
Monday 1:45-2:45
Wednesday 12:30-1:30
Saturday 10:00-11:00

**DanceNastics** (dance and gymnastics combo)
Monday 12:30-1:45 (ages 4-5)
Tuesday 1:45-2:45 (ages 2-3)
Wednesday 1:30-2:45 (ages 4-5)
Saturday 9:45-10:45 (ages 2-3)
DanceStars Classes for ages 6 through Adult

Our goal for our school-aged dance classes is to foster a love of artistic dance while instilling an appreciation for excellent technique.

* instructor approval required, these classes will not be held August 10-14th due to the Ballet Intensive

**Ballet**
- Ballet 1 Saturday 11:00-12:00 (ages 6-8)
- Ballet 1/2 Wednesday 5:00-6:00 (ages 6-8)
- Ballet 1/2 Wednesday 4:00-5:00 (ages 9+)
- Ballet 3* Thursday 12:45-2:00
- Ballet 3* Thursday 2:00-3:15
- Ballet 4* (both days required) Tues 2:15-4:15 & Thurs 3:15-4:45
- Ballet 5* (both days required) Tues 4:15-6:15 & Thurs 4:45-6:45
- Adult Ballet/Jazz Wednesday 6:00-7:00

**Jazz**
- Jazz 1/2 Monday 5:00-6:00 (ages 6-8)
- Jazz 1/2 Tuesday 5:30-6:30 (ages 6-8)
- Jazz 1/2 Monday 4:00-5:00 (ages 9+)
- Jazz 3* Tuesday 3:00-4:15
- Jazz 3* Tuesday 4:15-5:30
- Jazz 4* Tuesday 4:15-5:30
- Jazz 5* Tuesday 3:00-4:15

**Modern**
- Modern 1/2 Wednesday 6:00-7:00
- Modern 3/4* Wednesday 5:00-6:00

**Hip Hop**
- Hip Hop 1/2 Monday 4:00-5:00 (ages 6-8)
- Hip Hop 1/2 Monday 5:00-6:00 (ages 9+)
- Hip Hop 3/4* Monday 6:00-7:00

**Tap**
- Tap 1/2 Wednesday 6:00-7:00
- Tap 1/2 Wednesday 5:00-6:00 (ages 9+)
- Tap 3* Thursday 1:00-2:00
- Tap 3* Thursday 2:00-3:00
- Tap 4* Thursday 4:45-5:45
- Tap 5* Thursday 3:45-4:45
- Adult Tap Monday 6:00-7:00

**Tour Ensemble** (open to dancers in spring 2015 tour only) Wednesday 4:00-5:00

Again this summer we are happy to offer a number of our classes for the same age group back to back. This will make it easier for you to try a number of different styles of dance without making a number of trips to Airborne every week. Make sure you check out our Price List for great multi-class discounts. These discounts in addition to the Flexible Tuition Schedule make taking various forms of dance easier than ever before. Summer is a great time to take a new dance form to see if you like it.

- Hip Hop and Jazz 1/2 ages 6-8 Mondays 4:00-6:00 PM
- Hip Hop and Jazz 1/2 ages 9+ Mondays 4:00-6:00 PM
- Tap and Ballet 1/2 ages 6-8 Wednesdays 5:00-7:00 PM
- Tap and Ballet 1/2 ages 9+ Wednesdays 4:00-6:00 PM
Airborne Dance Camps
Summer 2015 (See Camps booklet for more information)
303-651-1456, www.airbornedance.com

Princess Camps for Ages 2½-4 and 5-7
Grab your glass slippers and get ready to explore the world of being a princess through ballet and jazz. Dancers will learn the vocabulary and movement of both styles of dance along with fun crafts, movement activities, and stories relating to one of the Disney Princesses. We will also incorporate an introduction to a real staged ballet that features that princess and watch a portion of that ballet on a video. Princesses and activities will vary from week to week.

Airborne's Ballet Intensive
This is an Intermediate/Advanced level Ballet Intensive, for the serious dance student that needs a little push to get back into shape before classes begin for the new school year. Classes will include ballet, pre-pointe/pointe work (where applicable), Modern, nutrition, leaps/turns, variations and Ballet history. Dancers must be at least 8 years old and have completed two consecutive years of ballet training above the pre-ballet level, unless invited by an instructor to attend this intensive. Ballet students from any dance studio are welcome. We will have up to 3 rooms divided by age and ability. Contact Sara Calabrese at dance@airbornegym.com or 303-651-1456 for more details.
♦ Intensive runs August 10th-14th
♦ Monday through Friday 10:00-3:30 for Advanced*(instructor approval needed)
♦ Mon/Wed/Fri 10:00-3:30, Tue/Thur 10:00-2:15 for Intermediate

Come to our 4th of July Party!
If you want to watch the fireworks in a family atmosphere with convenient rest rooms, come spend the 4th with us. The fireworks are right down the street, which makes for awesome viewing!

Please leave your fireworks, sparklers, glass bottles, cigarettes, and anything else that lights on fire, at home.

Reminder: Airborne will be CLOSED July 4th-5th.